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Synopsis
Neurofeedback (NFB) relies on neurosignals for the estimation of brain activity. There exist a wide variety of NFB applications that use one type of neurosignals like fMRI or electroencephalography (EEG). Recently, the combination of two or more neurosignals has been receiving a lot of attention in the research community, but still very few multi-modal NFB applications exist. This is primarily because of the lack of commercial multi-modal NFB systems and the associated technical difficulties in building them.

Here we are going to describe a bi-modal EEG and fMRI NFB platform that we have build in our lab. Our platform is designed to maximize modularity and parallel processing in order to be able to provide real-time NFB with high level of synchronization and minimal delays. We have successfully used our platform to conduct over 100 uni-modal and bi-modal NFB experiments with more than 30 healthy subjects.

Purpose
Uni-modal neurofeedback (NFB) applications are based on the brain activity estimated by only one neurosignals measurement technology (i.e. electroencephalography (EEG) or fMRI), whereas multi-modal applications are based on information acquired with more than one measurement technology. There exist a variety of uni-modal NFB research applications1,2, but very few multi-modal ones3. This is primarily because of the lack of commercial systems that perform multi-modal NFB and their associated technical burdens4,5,6.

In this abstract we describe the architecture and the components of our bi-modal (EEG and fMRI) NFB platform, at Neurinfo4. The platform has a modular parallel processing oriented architecture that promotes high real-time performance and allows for easy future addition and/or replacement of its processing modules. Currently, the platform is able to provide NFB based on EEG and/or fMRI, but its architecture and design principles are valid for any combination of two or more real-time brain activity measurement technologies.

Platform description
Our platform is based on the integration and the synchronization of an MR-compatible EEG and an fMRI acquisition subsystems (Figure 1).

The EEG signals, acquired with a 64-channel solution from Brain Products, are send via USB to Recorder and then forwarded to RecView where the MR gradient artifacts7 and the electrocardiogram artifacts are removed. The EEG subsystem uses a synchronization module to achieve EEG-fMRI phase synchronization, necessary for the removal of MR artifacts and an electrocardiogram (ECG) channel for recording the heart activity. Next, the EEG data is sent via TCP/IP to the EEG object. The EEG object has an EEG real-time processing pipeline (Figure 2a) that can pre-process, filter, extract features and estimate EEG-NFB in real-time.

Our fMRI subsystem is a Nordic-Neurolab fMRI solution under a Siemens 3T MR scanner. The imaging on the MR scanner (Magnetom 3T Verio, Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany, VB17) is performed with a 12-ch head coil allowing secure installation of the EEG cap and connection of the bundle to the amplifiers. The fMRI data is sent to the fMRI object in the NFB Unit using a TCP/IP client/server buffer solution. Similar to the EEG object, the fMRI object has also a real-time fMRI pipeline (Figure 2b) that can pre-process, filter, extract features and estimate fMRI-NFB.

The outputs of both pipelines are sent to the joint NFB. Joint NFB does the fusion (i.e. averaging or joint modeling) of both NFBS, and then forwards its results to Visualize (Figure 3). Visualize controls the display that communicates with the subject. It has a collection of visual objects used for explaining the NFB tasks (i.e. texts) and for animating the NF representation (i.e. 2D/3D objects). The stimulation and the NFB are displayed on the LCD display (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The detailed diagram of the platform. The EEG (purple) and fMRI (orange) signal flow including their respective acquisition subsystems and the different modules inside the NFB Unit. Both signals are first merged into the joint NFB to then later terminate to Visualize. Recorder and RecView are the only commercial software in the NFB Unit. The NFB Control exchanges synchronization and control information with the rest of the hardware and software components.

Figure 2. The real-time processing pipelines for: a) EEG and b) fMRI. For each pipeline there exist inputs that can be obtained offline (calibration or a priori) or online (updates). These inputs are then used throughout the different processing steps to assist the NFB estimation process. Some examples of methods that can be applied at each step of the respective pipelines are shown inside the purple boxes.
The NFB Control is responsible for the full synchronization of both modalities. Furthermore, it contains the experiment protocol (i.e. types of tasks, durations, repetitions), it starts/stops the experiment, controls all the other objects’ behavior throughout the experiments, and stores the data at the end of each session.

NFB experiments and real-time performance

Our platform has been successfully used to conduct several uni-modal and bi-modal NFB studies. The goal of the studied NFB protocols has been to maximize the brain activity measured by EEG and fMRI while performing motor imagery related mental tasks. All experiments were preceded by a preparation phase needed to install the EEG cap and prepare the subjects for the NFB experiments (Figure 4a, b & c). Next, a calibration session (without NFB) was recorded and the data was processed offline to extract initialization information and define the NFB targets. After calibration, the subjects conducted several NFB sessions, where they showed to be able to modify their brain activity by performing the tasks and controlling the feedback presented on the screen (Figure 5).

Our platform has shown very good real-time performance with various pre-processing, filtering, NFB calculation and visualization methods. The entire fMRI process from acquisition to NFB calculation takes around 150ms, well below the TR of regular EPI sequences (1000ms or 2000ms). The NFB visualization is very fast (1-2ms) and it is done within one screen refresh (i.e. 16.7ms for a screen with 60Hz refresh rate).

Conclusion

The platform introduced here offers a reliable environment for bi-modal EEG-fMRI NFB experiments. Its modular architecture is generic enough to be adapted to other similar neurosignals acquisition subsystems, and also easily adaptable to different experimental environments and/or NFB protocols. The parallel real-time processing pipelines have shown to be an optimal solution for real-time NFB applications.
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